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Kendal Town Council
Town Hall, Highgate, Kendal LA9 4ED
www.kendaltowncouncil.gov.uk

29 September 2022

To Members of the Audit Grants and Charities Committee
Cllr K Blamire
Cllr D Evans
Cllr T Perkins
Cllr C Russell

Cllr J Dunlop (Chair)
Cllr M Helme
Cllr D Rathbone (Vice-Chair)

You are summoned to a meeting of Kendal Town Council Audit, Grants and Charities
Committee on Thursday, 13 October 2022, at 7.00 p.m., at the Town Hall, Highgate, Kendal.
This is a reconvening of 25 July’s meeting which was adjourned due to the Committee
having been inquorate.
(Distributed to other members of the Council for information only.)

Yours faithfully

Chris Bagshaw
Town Clerk
AGENDA
Public Participation
Any member of the public who wishes to ask a question, make representations or present a
deputation or petition at this meeting should apply to do so before the commencement of the
meeting. Information on how to make the application is available on the Council’s Website
- http://www.kendaltowncouncil.gov.uk/kendal-town-council/statutory-information/guidanceon-public-participation-at-kendal-town-council-meetings/. The public are not permitted to
speak in other parts of the meeting unless allowed to do so by the chair.
1.
Apologies
To receive and accept any apologies. If accepted, apologies will be considered to be for reasons
approved by the council under the terms of Local Government Act 1972, s85.
2.
Declarations of Interest
To receive declarations by members and/or co-optees of interests in respect of items on this agenda.
3.
Exclusion of Press and Public (Public Bodies Admission to Meetings Act 1960)
To consider whether there are any agenda items during consideration of which the press and public
should be excluded.
4.
Minutes of the Last Meetings
To receive the minutes of the meetings of the Audits, Grants and Charities Committee held on
25 July and 8 August 2022 and to authorise the Chair to sign them as true records (see attached).
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5.
Budget Monitoring
To receive a report on the second quarter’s budget and expenditure (see attached).
6.
Grants Funding
To consider the following grant applications:(a)

Grant from Kendal and District Lions for a contribution of £5,000 towards the Kendal
and District Lions Charity Bookshop.

(b)

Kendal Brewery Arts for a contribution of Year 1 2022 - £10,000; Year 2 2023 £15,000; and Year 3 2024 - £15,000 toward core costs and overheads, venue and
technical infrastructure.

7.
Finance System
To receive an update on the purchase of a new Finance Management system for the
Council.
8.
Financial Regulations
To receive a brief verbal report on the progress made towards updating the Council’s
Financial Regulations.
9.
Internal Audit
To consider the arrangements for the Internal Audit of the council’s governance and
accounts.
Background
The Council must regularly review its Internal Audit arrangements. The Internal Auditor’s
role is specified in the Practitioners’ Guide from the Joint Panel on Accountability and
Governance (JPAG) (see attached). The relevant chapter from the latest (June 2022)
edition of the Guide is appended to this agenda. Internal Audit is currently carried out by
RFM Ulverston Ltd and cost £900 in 2022. RFM have been auditors since at least 2014.
Recommendation
That the Council seeks to appoint an Internal Auditor (which may be the existing internal
Auditor) for a three-year period.
10.
Other Audit Matters
To receive a brief report on the current auditing of Council Assets and the external audit,
and to make any necessary related decisions.
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Kendal Town Council
Town Hall, Highgate, Kendal LA9 4ED
www.kendaltowncouncil.gov.uk

Minutes from the Audit, Grants and Charities Committee meeting held at 7.35 p.m. on
Monday, 25 July 2022, in the Council Chamber at Kendal Town Hall, Highgate.
Cllr K Blamire
Cllr D Evans
Cllr T Perkins
Cllr C Russell

Apologies
Apologies
Apologies
Present

Cllr J Dunlop
Cllr M Helme
Cllr D Rathbone

Present
Apologies*
Apologies

In attendance: Chris Bagshaw (Town Clerk) and Inge Booth (Democratic Services
Assistant).
The meeting was inquorate and, therefore, adjourned at 7.36 p.m. Arrangements would be
made for the meeting to reconvene on Monday, 8 August 2022, at 6.00 p.m.
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Kendal Town Council
Town Hall, Highgate, Kendal LA9 4ED
www.kendaltowncouncil.gov.uk

Minutes from the Audit, Grants and Charities Committee meeting held at 6.00 p.m. on
Monday, 8 August 2022, in the Council Chamber at Kendal Town Hall, Highgate. This
was a reconvening of 25 July’s meeting which had been adjourned due to the
Committee having been inquorate.

Cllr K Blamire
Cllr D Evans
Cllr T Perkins
Cllr C Russell

Present
Present
Apologies
Apologies

Cllr J Dunlop (c)
Cllr M Helme
Cllr D Rathbone (vc)

Present
Absent
Present

In attendance: Chris Bagshaw (Town Clerk)
AGC 01/2022 Apologies
Apologies were received and accepted from Cllr T Perkins and C Russell
AGC 02/2022
None at the time.

Declarations of Interest

AGC 03/2022
Exclusion of Press and Public (Public Bodies Admission to
Meetings Act 1960)
None
AGC 04/2022
Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The Council received the minutes of the Audit, Grants and Charities meeting held on 25 April
2022. It was noted that the Christmas Lights and Festivals Committee had also considered a
grant application from Kendal Community Theatre, and the Council had now agreed to fund
the organisation from two budgets. This was not good practice and should be avoided in
future. The Clerk reported that he expected the recent changes which had been made to the
grants system, with a single point of contact, would prevent this from happening in the future.
Resolved: To accept the minutes as a true record.
AGC 05/2022
Budget Monitoring
The Committee considered a budget monitoring report to 30 June 2022. There were no
particular issues raised, though the van costs were queried, as they appeared to be forecast
to exceed the budget significantly. The Clerk explained that the fuel element was an
unknown variable and that repairs had been more expensive than anticipated.
Resolved: To note the report.
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AGC 06/2022
Grants Funding
The Committee considered the following grant applications
a) Abbot Hall Bowling Club
Sum applied for £50
Purpose: To assist in the reinstatement of the Alexander Cup Festival
Committee Comment: Scale and purpose meets criteria
Grant offered: £50
b) Hallgarth Senior Citizens
Sum applied for £500
Purpose: To take members on a bus trip
Committee comment: The Committee queried whether it was appropriate that the
Town Council should be asked to pay the full amount for this trip, with no other
sources of income shown and the amount requested a seemingly arbitrary figure. It
resolved to offer a grant of £250 towards the trip.
Grant offered: £250
c) Kendal Debt Centre
Sum applied for £5,000
Purpose: Debt advisory service in Kendal
This application was held over from the previous meeting subject to legal advice on
the power of the Town Council to fund a religious foundation. NALC’s solicitor had
confirmed that this was within the Council’s powers under ss137 and 142 of the Local
Government Act, 1972. The previous committee meeting had recommended that
(subject to this advice) the Council do not offer the full amount requested so as to
safeguard future grant funding capacity in the current financial year.
Grant offered: £3,000
d) Kendal and District Lions
Sum applied for £5,000
Purpose: To re-establish a second-hand bookshop in Kendal
Committee comment: The Committee did not feel able to support this application as it
stood. It felt there was insufficient information submitted for a grant of the size
requested, with some fields in the application form left largely blank. In deferring the
consideration, they invited the applicant to submit the proposal again, but this time
with more information and an analysis of how the Council’s grant would be multiplied
by the project.
Grant offered: application deferred for further information
e) Kendal South Choir
Sum applied for £500
Purpose: To support a performance of ‘Feel the Spirit’ and ‘Mass in Blue’ at St
Thomas’s Church
Committee comment: The amount requested was specific and targeted to deliver an
outcome.
Grant offered: £500
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Kendal Youth Zone
Sum applied for £500
Purpose: To assist in developing a ‘Youth’ night at The Venue.
Cllr D Evans withdrew from the meeting for the consideration of this item due to a
previously declared Other Registerable Interest.
Committee comment: Targeted and aligned with Council’s criteria.
Grant offered: £500

g) Meals for Ukrainian Refugees
Sum applied for £1,000
Purpose: To support the provision of good, nutritious meals to Ukrainian refugees in
Kendal.
Committee comment: An additional condition of funding should be for the applicant to
show how the Meals for Ukrainian Refugees project is financially separate from the
Gateway Church’s ordinary accounts.
Grant offered £1,000
h) South Lakeland Hydrotherapy Trust
Sum applied for: £3,000
Purpose: To support the work of the trust.
Committee comment: The Council has been a long-term supporter of the Trust since
its inception and it ought to be considered a ‘core’ fundee.
Grant offered £3,000
i)

Lakeland Arts
Sum applied for £5,000
Purpose: To support the MART project
Committee comment: It was unclear whether the money would be required every
year for three years, or divided over a three-year project.
Grant offered: £5,000

j)

South Lakes Citizen’s Advice
Sum applied for £5,000
Purpose: To support the work of the Advice Service.
Committee comment: Core funding
Grant offered: £5,000

Resolved: To offer the grants and/or appropriate feedback as listed above.
AGC 07/2022 Future Grant Funding
The Clerk reported that the process of grant funding was being unified under a single point
of contact and anticipated that this would address several of the issues members had raised
previously about inconsistency.
Resolved: To note the report
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AGC 08/2022 Finance System
The Clerk reported that the new Omega finance system was bedding in, with the purchase
ordering system now being introduced. Some further work was required to finally replace the
old systems, but it was anticipated this would be cleared by the end of September.
Resolved: To note the report
AGC 09/2022 Standing Orders and Financial Regulations
The Clerk reported that the Council was now using the new Standing Orders and that his
review of the Financial Regulations should be complete in time for the Autumn budget
setting.
Resolved: To note the report
AGC 10/2022 Audit of Assets and Internal Audit
The Clerk reported that this was proving more complex than anticipated, but that headway
was being made on the external assets, and on identifying gaps in the internal asset list and
accounting for anomalies.
Resolved: To note the report

The meeting closed at 18.54
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Kendal Town Council 2022-23 Budget

4 Months Exp - April-July

Income/Exp

22/23 Budget
Staffing Budget

£242,000

Gross Staff Costs

Forecast
253,574

See Projected Payroll Costs s/s

£71,289

Travel

£143

Staff Expenses

£200

£35

£150

£3,000

£978

£1,500

£245,000

£72,445

£255,424

(2 quarter)

£570

£2,280

(1 quarter)

£2,375

£9,500

£1,760

£1,760

Staff Training/Course

Total Budget
Premises/Equip Budget
Rent of Old Unison Room

Exp to Date

£18,000

Service Charge (Rent)/
Heating/Lighting/cleaning/Pa
rlour/Picture Store/Use of
Chamber
Rent - New Office
Use of Telephones
Other: Garage Rent

£200
(still awaiting Invoices from 20-22)

£2,600

Premises Other
Alarms - Service & Maint

(Payment from 4 & 6 mths)

Garage - Electricity

Total Budget

£18,000

IT Budget

£1,749

£3,000

£1,442

£1,442

£87

£360

£7,983

£21,142

£1,550

£3,500

£1,411

£1,411

£17,500
Software

ITEK - Support (4 Mths)

ITEK Annual Costs

(License and Annual
costs
Back-up and Email
Service

£1,233

£1,233

Cloud Hosting ( 8 mths)

£821

£821

Allotments Software

£126

£126

£83

£343

Support

Sage

Digital Meetings/Admin

Zoom/canva

Other IT Costs
New IT System/Comp/Equip

( New Laptops and set up)

Sub Total
Insurance & Finance Costs Budget

£17,500

£459

£459

£1,830

£2,000

£9,515

£9,515

£17,028

£19,408

£5,732

£5,732

£17

£4,500

£12,000

Public Liability ( 12 mths Insurance)
HR
Finance Costs (Admin & Audit Fees)
Other - Bk and Voucher fees
Payroll Services

Sub Total

£12,000

£82

£200

£103

£412

£5,934

£10,844

Includes Repairs to Garage Roof
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4 Months Exp - April-July

Income/Exp

22/23 Budget
Stationery/Office General Budget
PPE

£1,000

Printing/Stationery/Postage

Forecast

£1,000
£673

£1,500

Office Equip

£29

£1,500

Misc. Office Expenses

£28

£100

Photocopier
Subscriptions

Vehicle

Exp to Date

£7,500

Sub Total

£8,500

Budget

£2,500

Fuel
Tracking Fee

£348

£1,000

£2,581

£3,000

£3,659

£8,100

£316

£900

£28

£84

Repairs

£269

£800

Van Ins

£916

£1,221

Other
Sub Total
Newsletter

£266

£500

£2,500

£1,794

£3,505

£11,500

£225

£11,500

Elections

£2,777

£2,777

Election Fund

£5,000

£5,000

Misc.

£2,500

Wainwright Fund
Emergency Planning
Promoting Quality & Diversity
Kendal Futures & Vision Budget
Visit Kendal/Promoting Kendal Budget

£250

£250

£0

£0

£150

£150

£31,750

£15,200

£0

£0

Contribution to Levelling up ( funded out of Contingency)
Total Management

£2,500
£250

£357,427

£31,750

£5,000

£5,000

£129,518

£377,350
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Kendal Town Council 2022-23 Budget

4 Months Exp - April-July

Income/Exp

AUDIT, GRANTS & CHARITIES:
Community Grants

£41,000

£0

Bro Room Grant

£1,000

Autus Grant

£1,000

Growing Well Grant

£500

Kendal Window on Art Grant

£500

Kendal Debt Centre Grant

£41,000

£3,000

Kendal Youth Zone Grant

£500

Kendal South Choir Grant

£500

Abbot Hall Bowling Club Grant

£50

South Lakes Citizens Advice

£5,000

Hallgarth Senior Citizens

£250

South Lakes Hydrotherapy Trust

£3,000

Gateway Church

£1,000

Approved, awaiting info to pay

Lakeland Arts

£5,000

Approved, awaiting info to pay

Kendal & District Lions

£5,000

Subject to further information

Remaining Budget

Total Community Grants

Kendal Town Council 2022-23 Budget

£14,700

£41,000

£26,300

£41,000

4 Months Exp - April-July

Income/Exp

22/23 Budget

Exp to Date

Forecast

MAYORALTY & ARTS
Mayoral (Mayor & Deputy Mayor) Allowance

£5,250

£5,125

£5,250

£800

£197

£800

Mayoral Functions

£7,500

£2,609

£7,500

Twinning

£2,500

£2,500

Exhibitions

£2,000

£2,000

Mayoral Travel

Museum

£2,000

£2,000

Other
Total Mayoralty & Arts

£20,050

£7,931

£20,050

** Paid July

Trip to Rintelin
** Note: We haven't paid for the
Museum for 2 years now .CB
Emailed
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SECTION FOUR — BEST PRACTICE GUIDANCE FOR INTERNAL
AUDIT
Introduction
4.1. This section intends to provide members and officers of smaller authorities as well as
those offering to provide internal audit services to such authorities, details of the legal
framework, regulations and guidance to be followed.
4.2. Smaller authorities are required by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 to
‘undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the effectiveness of its risk
management, control and governance processes, taking into account public sector
internal auditing standards or guidance’.
4.3. The public sector internal audit standards have not been applied to smaller authorities.
The information in this section is therefore guidance and should be considered by
smaller authorities in undertaking a best practice effective internal audit.
4.4. It is not the purpose of either internal or external audit to detect or prevent fraud.
However if internal auditors identify concerns as part of the review, they may wish to
contact the authority’s external auditor who are a ‘prescribed body’ under the Public
Interest Disclosure Act.
4.5. It is not the role of any internal auditor to complete Section 1 or Section 2 of the AGAR,
that is the responsibility of the authority.
Selecting and appointing an internal audit provider
4.6. In addition to ensuring the appointed internal auditor has relevant knowledge of the
public sector, there are two key principles an authority must follow in appointing an
internal audit provider: independence and competence.
4.7. There are various ways for an authority to source an internal audit service, for
example:
● Purchasing an internal audit service from a local firm or specialist internal audit
practice with an understanding of the local government legal framework
● Purchasing an internal audit service from a principal local authority
● Engaging a competent internal auditor with sufficient organisational
independence to undertake the role
● Appointing a local individual or a member of a panel of individuals administered
by a local association affiliated to NALC, SLCC or ADA.
4.8. There is no requirement for a person providing the internal audit role to be
professionally qualified, however essential competencies to be sought from any
internal audit service should include:
● understanding basic book-keeping and accounting processes; where an
authority exceeds the £200,000 threshold, this understanding must include
accrual accounting and balance sheets
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● understanding the role of internal audit in reviewing systems rather than
undertaking detailed checks that are more appropriately the responsibility of
management
● awareness of relevant principles and practice of financial and other risk
management
● understanding proper practices in relation to governance and accounting
requirements within the legal framework and powers of smaller authorities, as
set out in Sections 1 and 3 of this guide (knowledge of which is a prerequisite)
● awareness of the most recent model Standing Orders and model Financial
Regulations as published by NALC and how they are adopted by authorities
● awareness of the relevance of VAT and PAYE/NIC rules as applied to the
authority
● for larger authorities, a clear understanding of the risks and controls associated
with ‘cut off’ procedures, particularly with respect to revenue-generating activities
Independence
4.9. Independence requires the absence of any actual or perceived conflict of interest. It
means that whoever carries out the internal audit role does not have any involvement
in, or responsibility for, the financial decision making, management or control of the
authority, or for the authority’s financial controls and procedures.
4.10. A current or recent authority member, who cannot demonstrate independence from
decisions in the year to be audited, cannot be its internal auditor. Similarly, it would not
be appropriate for any individual or firm with a personal connection to a member or
officer of the authority to be appointed. Conflicts of interest must be avoided, such as
in cases where an external provider of accounting software or services to the authority,
also offers internal audit services through an associate company, firm or individual.
4.11. There is no requirement to rotate auditors but the independence of the appointed
person or firm should be reviewed every year with regard to; personal independence,
financial independence, and professional independence.
Competence
4.12. Evidence as to competence might include letters of recommendation from other similar
authorities.
Engagement
4.13. Every authority should ensure that they have a letter of engagement which would
normally include:
● roles and responsibilities
● audit planning and timing of visits
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●
●
●
●
●

reporting requirements
rights to access to information, members and officers
period of engagement
remuneration
any other matters required for the management of the engagement by the
authority
4.14. Most internal auditors will have professional indemnity insurance cover which provides
both the authority and the person or firm engaged, with protection and assurance.
Planning and oversight
4.15. It is a matter for the authority to determine how best to meet the statutory requirement
for internal audit, having regard to its size, scope of services and complexity of
financial arrangements.
4.16. Authorities should, at least annually, carry out a review of the effectiveness of their
overall internal audit arrangements. It should be designed to provide sufficient
assurance for the authority that standards are being met and that the work of internal
audit is effective. Authorities should judge the extent and scope of the review by
reference to their own individual circumstances.
4.17. As with any review, it should be evidence based.
Wherever possible this should be gathered throughout the year.
Sources may include:
● previous review and action plan
● annual report by internal audit
● other reports from internal audit, including internal audit plan, monitoring
reports, and the results of any investigations
● any reports by the external auditor
● the results of any other external reviews of internal control
4.18. As part of the review the internal auditor should produce a report to the authority
highlighting areas for improvement or development. An action plan should be
produced setting out the areas of improvement required, any proposed remedial
actions, the members or officers responsible for delivering improvement, and the
deadlines for completion of the actions.
Internal Audit Checklist
4.19. The following sets out the basic requirements for conduct of an effective internal audit
review of an authority’s financial and governance records and controls facilitating the
completion of the Internal Audit Report in an authority’s Annual Governance and
Accountability Return (AGAR). The detail is not exhaustive but aims to provide Proper
Officers and internal auditors with a basic guide to the controls that should ideally be in
place and physical checks/testing that should be applied. Where records examined
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include personal detail, such as in the case of staff salaries, allotment records and
detail of hall hirers on invoices, care should be taken to ensure compliance with the
requirements of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR).
4.20. Internal auditors should also, as part of the overall check on the authority’s governance
arrangements, review all full authority and committee minutes (and supporting papers)
to gain an overview of the authority’s financial and governance controls, monitoring
that no actions of a potentially unlawful nature are being considered or any such
decisions have been taken and that approval of all minutes is in accordance with the
legislation.
This particular facet does not align to an individual section of the internal audit report in
the AGAR but serves to give a degree of high-level indication as to the effectiveness of
an authority’s overall controls and decision-making process.

AGAR certificate reference
A. Appropriate accounting
records have been properly
kept throughout the year.

Internal Audit action for expected controls
●
●

AND
I. Periodic bank account
reconciliations were properly
carried out during the year.

●

●

●
B. This authority complied with
its financial regulations,
payments were supported by
invoices, all expenditure was
approved and VAT
appropriately accounted for.

●

●

●

Ensure the correct roll forward of the prior year
cashbook balances to the new financial year
Check a sample of financial transactions in cashbooks to
bank statements, etc: the sample size dependent on the
size of the authority and nature of accounting records
maintained
Ensure that bank reconciliations are prepared routinely,
are subject to independent scrutiny and sign-off by
members
Verify the accuracy of the year-end bank reconciliation
detail and ensure accurate disclosure of the combined
cash and bank balances in the AGAR, section 2, line 8.
Where the authority has bank balances in excess of
£100,000 it has an appropriate investment strategy.
Review the procedures in place for acquisition of formal
tenders and quotes, ensuring they are in line with the
SOs and FRs which should be based on the latest
version.
Ensure that consistent values are in place for the
acquisition of formal tenders between SOs and FRs
(frequently different limits are recorded in the two
documents)
Review the procedures for receipt of invoices,
agreement of invoice detail and confirmation of goods
/services delivery and approval for payment: ideally, a
suitably designed certification stamp should be in place
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●

●

●

C. This authority assessed the
significant risks to achieving its
objectives and reviewed the
adequacy of arrangements to
manage these.

●

●

●

●
D. The precept or rates
requirement resulted from an
adequate budgetary process;
progress against the budget
was regularly monitored; and
reserves were appropriate.

●

●

●

●

providing for evidencing of these checks and payment
authorisation
Check that there is effective segregation between the
writing of cheques or the setting up of online payments,
and physical release of payments
Check that VAT reclaims are prepared and submitted in
a timely manner in line with the underlying records and
in accordance with current HMRC requirements
Where debit / credit cards are in use, establish the total
monthly and individual transaction limits and ensure
appropriate controls over physical security and usage of
the cards are in place
Ensure that authorities have prepared, and formally
adopted, at least once annually, an appropriate and
comprehensive register of assessed risks, both regular
and ad hoc
Ensure that appropriate levels of insurance cover are in
place for land, buildings, public, employers’ and hirers’
(where applicable) liability, fidelity / employees (including
councillors) liability, business interruption and cyber
security
Ensure that appropriate arrangements are in place for
monitoring play areas, open spaces and sports pitches:
such reviews should be undertaken by appropriately
qualified external inspectors or, if by officers or
members, that they have received the appropriate
training and accreditation
Review the effectiveness of internal control carried out
by the authority
Ensure that the full Authority, not a committee, has
considered, approved and adopted the annual precept
for the coming year in accordance with the required
parent Authority timetable
Ensure that current year budget reports are prepared
and submitted to Authority / Committees periodically
during the year with appropriate commentary on any
significant variances
Review the budget performance either during the year or
at the financial year-end seeking explanations for any
significant or unanticipated variances
Ensure that the Authority has considered the
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●

E. Expected income was fully
received based on correct
prices, properly recorded and
promptly banked; and VAT
appropriately accounted for.

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

F. Petty Cash payments were
properly supported by receipts,
all petty cash expenditure was
approved and VAT
appropriately accounted for

●

●
●

establishment of specific earmarked reserves and,
ideally, reviews them annually as part of the budget
assessment process
Ensure that the precept received in the accounts
matches the prior year submission form to the relevant
authority and the public record of precepted amounts
Review “Aged debtor” listings to ensure appropriate
follow up action is in place
Allotments: ensure that appropriate signed tenancy
agreements exist, that an appropriate register of tenants
is maintained identifying, that debtors are monitored.
Burials: ensure that a formal burial register is maintained
that it is up-to-date and that a sample of interments and
memorials are appropriately evidenced, that fees have
been charged at the correct approved rate and been
recovered within a reasonable time: (Authorities should
also acquire and retain copies of Burial / Cremation
certificates)
Hall hire: ensure that an effective diary system for
bookings is in place identifying the hirer, hire times and
ideally cross-referenced to invoices raised
Leases: ensure that leases are reviewed in a timely
manner in accordance with the terms of the lease and
rents similarly reviewed appropriately at the due time
Other variable income streams: ensure that appropriate
control procedures and documentation are in existence
to provide a clear audit trail through to invoicing and
recovery of all such income
Where amounts are receivable on set dates during the
year, ensure that an appropriate control record is
maintained duly identifying the date(s) on which income
is due and actually received / banked
A number of authorities are now running down and
closing their petty cash accounts and using debit / credit
cards for ad hoc purchases. Consequently, a “Not
covered” response is frequently required in this area.
Review the systems in place for controlling any petty
cash and also cash floats (used for bar, catering, etc)
Check a sample of transactions during the financial year
to ensure appropriate supporting documentation is held
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●

●
●
●

G. Salaries to employees and
allowances to members were
paid in accordance with the
authority’s approvals, and
PAYE and NI requirements
were properly applied.

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

H. Asset and investment
registers were complete and
accurate and properly

Review the existence of evidenced periodic independent
verification of the petty cash and any other cash floats
held
Ensure that VAT is identified wherever incurred and
appropriate
Physically check the petty cash and other cash floats
held
Where bar or catering facilities are in place, ensure that
appropriate cashing-up procedures are in place
reconciling the physical cash takings to the till “Z” total
readings
Ensure that, for all staff, a formal employment contract is
in place together with a confirmatory letter setting out
any changes to the contract
Ensure that appropriate procedures are in place for the
payment of members allowances and deduction of any
tax liability
Ensure that, for a sample of staff salaries, gross pay due
is calculated in accordance with the approved spinal
point on the NJC scale or hourly rate, if off-scale, and
also with the contracted hours
Ensure that appropriate tax codes are being applied to
each employee
Where free or paid for software is used, ensure that it is
up to date.
For the test sample of employees, ensure that tax is
calculated appropriately
Check the correct treatment of Pension contributions
For NI, ensure that the correct deduction and employer’s
contributions are applied: NB. The employers allowance
is not available to councils but may be used by other
authorities
Ensure that the correct employers’ pension percentage
contribution is being applied
Ensure that for the test sample, the correct net pay is
paid to the employee with tax, NI and pension
contributions correctly paid to the respective agencies.

Tangible Fixed Assets:
● Ensure that the Authority is maintaining a formal asset
register and updating it routinely to record new assets at
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maintained.

historic cost price, net of VAT and removing any
disposed of / no longer serviceable assets
This section/assurance should
● Physically verifying the existence and condition of high
be extended to include loans to
value, high risk assets may be appropriate
or by the authority
● Ideally, the register should identify for each asset the
purchase cost and, if practicable, the replacement /
insured cost, the latter being updated annually and used
to assist in forward planning for asset replacement
● Additions and disposals records should allow tracking
from the prior year to the current
● Ensure that the asset value to be reported in the AGAR
at section 2, line 9 equates to the prior year reported
value, adjusted for the nominal value of any new
acquisitions and / or disposals
● Compare the asset register with the insurance schedule
to ensure that all assets as recorded are appropriately
insured or “self-insured” by the Authority
Fixed asset investments:
● Ensure that all long-term investments (i.e., those for
more than 12 month terms) are covered by the
“Investment Strategy” and reported as Assets in the
AGAR at section 2, line 9.
Borrowing and Lending:
● Ensure that the authority has sought and obtained
appropriate DMO approval for all loans acquired
● Ensured that the authority has accounted for the loan
appropriately (i.e., recorded the full value of the loan.
Any arrangement fee should be regarded as an admin
expense) in the year of receipt
● Ensure that the combined principal loan repayment and
interest for the year is correctly recorded in the AGAR at
section 2 line 5
● Ensure that the outstanding loan liability as at 31st
March each year is correctly recorded in the AGAR at
section 2, line 10 (value should be verified via the DMO
website)
● Where the Authority has issued loans to local bodies,
they should ideally seek signed indemnities from the
recipient body, or their members, agreeing to underwrite
the loan debt
J. Accounting statements

Whilst IAs are not required to verify the accuracy of detail to be
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prepared during the year were
prepared on the correct
accounting basis
(receipts and payments or
income and expenditure),
agreed to the cashbook,
supported by an adequate audit
trail from underlying records
and, where appropriate,
debtors and creditors were
properly recorded.

disclosed in the AGAR, this assertion, together with the
expectation of most Authorities, effectively requires IAs to
ensure that the financial detail reported at section 2 of the
AGAR reflects the detail in the accounting records maintained
for the financial year. Consequently, IAs should
● Ensure that, where annual turnover exceeds £200,000,
appropriate records are maintained throughout the year
on an Income and Expenditure basis to facilitate budget
reporting in that vein
● Ensure that appropriate accounting arrangements are in
place to account for debtors and creditors during the
year and at the financial year-end

K. If the authority certified itself
as exempt from a limited
assurance review in the prior
year, it met the exemption
criteria and correctly declared
itself exempt.

IAs should ensure that, all relevant criteria are met (receipts and
payments each totalled less than £25,000)
● the correct exemption certificate was prepared and
minuted in accordance with the statutory submission
deadline
● that it has been published, together with all required
information on the Authority’s website and noticeboard

L. The authority publishes
information on a free to access
website / web page, up to date
at the time of the internal audit
in accordance with any relevant
transparency code
requirements

This test applies only to those councils covered by the £25,000
External Audit exemption
IAs should review the Authority’s website ensuring that all
required documentation is published in accordance with the
Transparency Code.

M. The authority, during the
previous year, correctly
provided for the period for the
exercise of public rights as
required by the Accounts and
Audit Regulations.

IAs should acquire / examine a copy of the required “Public
Notice” ensuring that it clearly identifies the statutory 30 working
day period when the Authority’s records are available for public
inspection.
IAs may also check whether councils have minuted the relevant
dates at the same time as approving the AGAR

N. The authority complied with IAs should ensure that the statutory disclosure / publication
the publication requirements for requirements in relation to the prior year’s AGAR have been
the prior year AGAR.
met as detailed on the front page of the current year’s AGAR.
O. Trust funds (including
charitable) - the Council met its
responsibilities as a trustee

●
●

Confirm that all charities of which the council is a
Trustee are up to date with CC filing requirements
that the council is the sole trustee on the Charity
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●
●
●

Commission register
that the council is acting in accordance with the Trust
deed
that the Charity meetings and accounts recorded
separately from those of thee council
review the level and activity of the charity and where a
risk based approach suggests such, review the
Independent Examiners report

Reporting on Internal Audit
4.21. The duties of internal audit relate to reporting on the adequacy and effectiveness of an
authority’s system of internal control. The minimum reporting requirement for internal
audit to the smaller authority is met by completing the annual internal audit report on
the Annual Governance and Accountability Return.
4.22. In most cases, particularly for larger authorities, an additional narrative report to the full
council would be expected and then be published with the AGAR along with any
comments from the external auditor.
4.23. Any narrative report should have conclusions that are compatible with the entries on
the AGAR.
4.24. The annual internal report will inform the authority’s response to Assertion 2 and
Assertion 6 in the annual governance statement.
4.25. An authority should minute their review and actions planned from the outcomes of the
AGAR tests and content of any narrative reports from Internal Auditors.

